We investigate distribution of momenta of outgoing nucleons in quasielastic neutrino-nucleus scattering. Local density approximation and effective nuclear momentum-dependent potential effects are discussed together and the distribution becomes smooth at low values of momenta. Our results can be relevant for Sci-Fi detector analysis in K2K experiment.
Introduction
In recent years there is a growing interest in the study of neutrino interactions at energies of few GeV [1] . This is motivated by necessity of more precise neutrino properties measurements, in particular of θ 13 . One aspect of the problem is to describe well interactions with free nucleons and other to include nuclear effects. From the point of view of Monte Carlo codes most (or all) of nuclear effects are described by means of packages like FLUKA [2] . But it is also interesting how much of these effects can be described in an analytical form.
The process we investigate is ν µ n → µ − p with target neutron bound inside nucleus. Nuclear effects computations are all based on the Fermi gas model [3] which is known to work surprisingly well in the above mentioned energy region. There are many reasons why it is not completely satisfactory. For example its naive version leads to a conclusion that outgoing nucleons can only have momenta higher than chosen value of Fermi momentum k F . There is however no physical reason why lower values of momenta should not be accessible.
A possible solution of the problem is to introduce local density approximation [4] . In fact a density of nuclear matter is not uniform and accordingly it is possible to introduce a concept of * J.T. Sobczyk was supported by KBN local Fermi momentum k F (r). Since interaction (in this paper we shall discuss only quasielastic interactions) can take place in a region where Fermi momentum is arbitrarily low, the distribution of outgoing nucleons momenta becomes smoother.
But there is still another mechanism (nuclear effect) which works in the same direction. Target nucleons are not free but bound inside nucleus. Binding energy is smaller then typical values of energy transfer but anyhow leads to interesting effects.
In the computations described in the present paper we treat nucleons as being inserted in some effective momentum dependent potential (real part of optical potential) [5] . Effects caused by consideration of the potential were already studied in [6] .
We want do describe together local density and potential effects and for that we need analytic form of the potential. Thus we reconstruct (relatively) simple analytic form of the potential depending on two variables: Fermi (local) momentum and nucleon's momentum. We insert this potential into Monte Carlo generator of events and we obtain a spectrum of outgoing nucleons. Actual computations were done for three different target nucleus: oxygen, iron, argon relevant in neutrino experiments SuperKamiokande, Minos, ICARUS. Results in all three cases turn out to be very similar. It is because shapes of density profiles do not differ much in these cases.
For completeness we have looked also for ef-fects related to proton-neutron asymmetry inside nucleus. Introduction of separate values of Fermi momentum for proton and neutron gases cause effects which are almost impossible to notice on the plots. Our results should be relevant for near detector analysis of neutrino interaction events in K2K [7] . In Sci-Fi detector outgoing proton tracks are registered. In the reconstruction procedure it is required that particle has to cross at least 3 planes of scintillating fiber and that in practice means that protons should have momentum greater then 500M eV . In data analysis it is therefore important to have MC which correctly defines a fraction of events with protons having sufficient momentum to be tracked. For this reason we did MC simulations with a neutrino flux with energy distribution as one expects to have at Sci-Fi detector [8] and we investigated how much outgoing proton momentum spectrum depends on the introduction of LDA and effective potential effects. 
The model
Our Monte Carlo generator [9] simulates quasielastic neutrino interactions events with basic dynamics introduced according to [10] .
A target is treated as a collection of nucleons distributed in the space according to some density profile determined through electron-nucleus scattering experiments. For 8 O 16 we adopt the harmonic oscillator model in which density is given by [11] :
where R = 1.883f m, ρ 0 = 0.141f m −3 , and C = 1.544. ρ 0 is a normalization constant defined by condition:
For 18 Ar 40 and 26 F e 56 we use two parameter Fermi model and write the density as:
with the following parameters: 
In Fig. 1 we show plots of Fermi momenta for three nuclei. In the case of nonsymmetric nuclei one can also introduce separate Fermi momentum distributions for protons and neutrons:
. (5) where A, Z, and N are atomic number, number of protons, and number of neutrons in the nucleus respectively. Average values of k F can be calculated as:
We get the following values: •
Using results from [5] we find an analytic form of the real part of the optical potential as:
where • V takes minimal value for momentum equal zero,
• For higher values of momentum V approaches zero quickly,
• V decreases with Fermi momentum 
Numerical results
We compare three cases:
(c) Fermi gas with both nuclear effects: LDA and potential (7).
Our results for outgoing nucleon momentum distributions are shown on Fig. (3-5) . The plots are normalized to be differential cross sections dσ dp ′ . Neutrino energy is always E ν = 700M eV . Modifications due to LDA and effective potential are very similar for all three analyzed targets.
In the case (a) there are obvious sharp thresholds at k nucleus F . In the case (b) distributions becomes smoother. They are modified only in a region of low values of nucleon momentum up to about 300 M eV . For higher values LDA introduces almost no modification.
Finally in the case (c) the probability to get low momentum outgoing nucleon becomes much larger. The values close to zero become accessible as well. The differential cross section is increased for nucleon momentum up to about 270 M eV and at the same time it is reduced for higher values of momentum. The decrease is quite spectacular at values of about 300 M eV -by 20 − 25%.
We reproduce also a plot showing relevance of introduction of separate values of Fermi momentum for neutron and proton Fermi gases. Fermi momentum for neutrons is larger. Since interaction takes place on neutrons it is clear that the cross section should increase slightly. It is so but effect is very small and hardly seen in the Fig. 6 . For completeness we show also (Fig. 7. ) both discussed effects on the differential cross section in energy transfer for iron (plots for oxygen and argon are of very much the shape).
In cases (a) and (b) plots are very similar, there is only a small difference at the differential cross section peak -LDA cuts it slightly. In the case (c) the shape of the plot gets very different: we notice a substantial reduction at lower values of the energy transfer while at higher values the differential cross section is increased. We notice also a modification of allowed kinematical region.
We do not show plots for the total cross section because changes introduced by LDA and potential are very small. For neutrino energies up to about 1.5 GeV total cross section is reduced by an amount of few percent and for higher neutrino energies reduction is on the level of 0.5%.
Finally we show a plot with a distribution of outgoing proton momenta in the case of K2K beam (Fig. 8) . We see that LDA and potential effects make the distribution smooth at low values of momenta. However the number of nucleons with momenta higher then 500 M eV is not much affected. All the modifications take place for nucleons momenta lower then ∼ 500 M eV . Thus the analysis presented in [7] seems to be left untouched by effects discussed in our paper. 
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Introduction
The process we investigate is ν µ n → µ − p with target neutron bound inside nucleus. Nuclear effects computations are all based on the Fermi gas model [3] which is known to work surprisingly well in the above mentioned energy region. There are many reasons why it is not completely satisfactory. For example its basic naive version leads to a conclusion that outgoing nucleons can only have momenta higher than chosen value of Fermi momentum k F . There is however no physical reason why lower values of momenta should not be accessible.
A possible solution of the problem is to introduce local density approximation [4] . In fact a density of nuclear matter is not uniform and accordingly it is possible to introduce a concept of local Fermi momentum k F (r). Since interaction (in this paper we shall discuss only quasi-elastic interactions) can take place in a region where Fermi momentum is arbitrarily low, the distribution of outgoing nucleons momenta becomes smoother.
But there is still another mechanism (nuclear effect) which works in the same direction. Target nucleons are not free but rather bound inside nucleus. Binding energy is smaller then typical values of energy transfer but anyhow leads to interesting effects.
In the computations described in the present paper we treat nucleons as being inserted in some effective momentum dependent potential (real part of optical potential) [5] . Some effects caused by consideration of the potential were already studied in [6] .
We want do describe together local density and potential effects and for that we need analytic form of the potential. Thus we reconstruct (relatively) simple analytic form of the potential depending on two variables: Fermi (local) momentum and nucleon's momentum. We insert this potential into Monte Carlo generator of events and we obtained a spectrum of outgoing nucleons. Actual computations were done for three different target nucleus: oxygen, iron, argon relevant in neutrino experiments SuperKamiokande, Minos, ICARUS. Results in all three cases turn out to be very similar. It is because shapes of density profiles are also rather similar in these cases.
For completeness we have looked also for effects related to proton-neutron asymmetry inside nucleus. Introduction of separate values of Fermi momentum for proton and neutron gases cause effects which are almost impossible to see on the plots.
Our results should be relevant for near detector analysis of neutrino interaction events in K2K [7] . In Sci-Fi detector outgoing proton tracks are registered. In the reconstruction procedure it is required that particle has to cross at least 3 planes of scintillating fiber and that in practice means that protons should have momentum greater then 500M eV . In data analysis it is therefore important to have MC which correctly defines a fraction of events with protons having sufficient momentum to be tracked. For this reason we did MC simulations with a neutrino flux with energy distribution as one expects to have at Sci-Fi detector [8] and we investigated how much outgoing proton momentum spectrum depends on the introduction of LDA and effective potential effects. 
The model
Our Monte Carlo generator [9] simulates quasielastic neutrino interactions events with basic dynamics introduced according to [10] . A target is treated as a collection of nucleons distributed in the space according to some density profile. The profiles are determined through electron-nucleus scattering experiments. For 8 O 16 we adopt the harmonic oscillator model in which density is given by [11] :
with the following parameters: Density profile determine in turn local Fermi momentum distribution according to:
• Using results from [5] we find an analytic form of the real part of the optical potential as: • V takes minimal value for momentum equal zero,
• V decreases with Fermi momentum
Numerical results
(a) Fermi gas with k F = k (c) Fermi gas with both nuclear effects: LDA and potential (7).
We reproduce also a plot showing relevance of introduction of separate values of Fermi momentum for neutron and proton Fermi gases. Fermi momentum for neutrons is larger. Since interaction takes place on neutrons it is clear that the cross section will increase slightly. It is so but effect is very small and hardly seen on the Fig. 6 . For completeness we show also (Fig. 7. ) both discussed effects on the differential cross section in energy transfer for iron (plots for oxygen and argon are of very much the shape).
In cases (a) and (b) plots are very similar, there is only a small difference at the differential cross section peak -LDA cuts it slightly. In the case (c) the shape of the plot gets very different: we notice a substantial reduction at lower values of the energy transfer while at higher values the differential cross section is increased. We notice also a modification of allowed kinematical region for energy transfer. We do not show plots for the total cross section because changes introduced by LDA and potential are very small. For neutrino energies up to about 1.5 GeV total cross section is reduced by an amount of few percent and for higher neutrino energies reduction is on the level of 0.5%.
Finally we show a plot with distributions of outgoing proton momenta in the case of K2K beam (Fig. 8) . We see that LDA and potential effects make the distribution smooth at low values of momenta. However the number of nucleons with momenta higher then 500 M eV is not much affected. All the modifications take place for nucleons momenta lower then ∼ 500 M eV . It is because most of interactions come from neutrinos of energy higher then E = 700 M eV for which the plots discussed in this paper were done (Fig. 3-5 ). Figure 8 . Distribution of outgoing nucleons from quasielastic reactions on iron for neutrino energy spectrum identical with that of K2K at near detector. The plot is normalized to be an effective (energy averaged) differential cross section in outgoing nucleon momentum.
